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From the swamps of Charleston, South Carolina to the streets of Indianapolis, Indiana. Booski delivers

reality and creativity on this album. Ryming over bangin' beats Booski lets you know about Survival

Tactics. 16 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Marius "Booski" Coffy Bio

Born in Charleston, South Carolina, Marius "Booski" Coffy, moved to Indianapolis, Indiana at the age of

five. The youngest of seven children Booski was always a fan of hip-hop. From beat boxing for local

rappers to break dancing, Booski has always knew he would be affiliated with the music industry one day,

some how. After meeting two friends in his new found home going by the names of Q-Dad and O.G.

Wizard, the three formed a group by the name of Organized Guerillas and Record Label known as Extra

Strength Entertainment (E.S.E). Immediately getting down to business they released a sixth song E.P.

that was distributed locally. Unfortunately they received a heavy blow when the group lost one of there

members to the system. Still in the game of hip-hop Booski has released his solo album, "Survival

Tactics," distributed by E.S.E. This by the way is available in stores now. This hot new release of sixteen,

emotional rollercoaster, bust out your trunk tracks is definitely an attention getter. Booski, coming real

with the lyrics based on his life experiences and what life had to offer. This album is a must play when it

comes to the world of hip-hop and the perfect selection to play when it comes to receiving great ratings

from listeners. Not taking "No" for an answer, in the labs of E.S.E. is a line up of good, quality Rap and

R&B music, ready for the world. Look forward to the album, "Organized Guerillas," due to be released,

summer 2005. Marius "Booski" Coffy and Extra Strength Entertainment will like to say thank you for your

time and gratitude in the presentation you just read.
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